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see FFI’s Electronic Annual Report: www.ffi.no/2013 and the video: “A small institute with 
challenging missions – missile technology”.
the photo on the front page shows the nozzle that sends impulses to the missile’s ”brain”. 
this naval strike Missile is a flying computer compared to earlier generation missiles. 
Photo: Einar Aslaksen

FFI was ranked among top 10 ideal em-
ployer in norway by young professionals 
in the international employer branding 
organisation Universum’s survey 2013. 
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OUtLOOk: 

three keys to innovation

FFI develops world-class technology. To 
succeed, the Institute must encourage 
and facilitate innovation and possess 
the courage to take on tasks that are 
both challenging and difficult.

When FFI was first established in 1946, 
it was with the purpose of contributing 
to the modernisation of norway, first and 
foremost the norwegian Armed Forces, 
national industry and the scientific milieu. 
the role and significance of technology 
to security and the national defence was 
recognised very early. the connection 
between technology and national security 
has not changed over time: technology is 
even more important to the Armed Forces 
in today’s operations as it was back then.

What makes FFI so successful in develo-
ping innovative solutions for the defence 
sector? three key factors particularly 
stand out:

UsER PARtICIPAtIOn
the first reason behind the defence se-
ctor’s success in focusing on innovation 

is a strong degree of user participation 
and user orientation. FFI works closely 
with the Armed Forces and other entities 
in the defence sector throughout the 
lifetime of a given project. FFI researchers 
are out in the field where the technology 
will be used, participating in exercises 
and conducting experiments; they are 
up in the air and out at sea. FFI scientists 
meet regularly with the people who will 
make use of their research results, often 
several times a year, both when important 
decisions are made on the direction of 
a prospective project, and before the 
concrete project even begin. this is done 
to ensure that the right goals and pre-
mises are set.
 
In norwegian research, the degree of 
success is often measured by counting 
citations and publications. However, cited 
publications alone are not necessarily an 
indication of innovation. If the primary 
goal of a project is publication in a pro-
fessional journal by itself, it can create 
a culture decoupled from the world. to 
FFI, cited publications are important and 

FFI is the prime institution  
responsible for defence re- 
lated research in norway. Its 
principal mission is to carry  
out research to meet the 
requirements of the Armed 
Forces. FFI also serves in  
an advisory capacity to the 
Ministry of Defence and the 
norwegian Armed Forces.  
the Institute focuses par- 
ticularly on developments  
in science and military tech-
nology, which have an  
impact on political security 
and defence planning.

FFI

necessary, but they are not a sufficient 
condition for turning knowledge and ideas 
into an effective defence. If the aim is to 
aid the defence sector in solving large and 
complex tasks, high quality publications 
will be a natural side result.
 
LOnG-tERM PERsPECtIVE
the second reason why the defence se-
ctor is innovative is its ability to maintain 
a long-term perspective.. A long-term 
focus presumes the freedom to keep 
going over time and not have to give up a 
good idea in order to save money on the 
way towards a realistic goal. An example 
of this is the kongsberg Group’s entrance 
into a bridging contract at stage 3 with 
the norwegian Defence Logistics Organi-
sation for the further development of the 
Joint strike Missile. An early forerunner 
in the development of this missile was 
the rocket research carried out at FFI at 
the end of the 1940s in the form of the 
terne anti-submarine system, and later 
the first target-seeking anti-ship missile 
in nAtO, the Penguin. Missile research 
was carried further with work on a new 

anti-ship missile, now known as the naval 
strike Missile. the first test firing of this 
missile from a norwegian vessel took 
place in 2012. Research and development 
in a long-term perspective, such as this 
project, resulted in the development of a 
world-class missile suitable for use in the 
new fighter aircraft norway has ordered 
from the United states. 

IntERnAtIOnAL COOPERAtIOn
the third reason behind the norwegian 
defence sectors ability to carry out applied 
innovation is international cooperation. 
Cooperative research efforts in nAtO and 
the European Defence Agency in parti-
cular provide platforms for norwegian 
defence researchers and developers, 
both in the research sector itself and the 
overall defence industry, where they can 
cooperate at a broad international level. 
the norwegian emphasis on international 
cooperation is noticeable in statistics 
maintained by the nAtO science and 
technology Organisation on member co-
untry participation in research activities. 
norway is involved in about half as many 

activities as Great Britain, for example. 
However, if the figures are adjusted to 
reflect the size of the population, norway 
is seen to be the most active country in 
nAtO research cooperation. For a small 
country like norway, it is of immeasurable 
value to be so active in such important 
arenas of defence cooperation, both in 
opening doors for norwegian industry and 
to benefit from research and development 
of other countries.
 
the R & D model upon which the nor-
wegian defence sector relies places 
strong emphasis on user participation, 
a long-term perspective and international 
cooperation. this works well, especially 
if the end product takes the form of inn-
ovation we can use in both the military 
and civil spheres of society.

John-Mikal størdal
Director General



HOW FFI Is ORGAnIsED 2013
the Board of Directors is FFI’s upper-
most body and is responsible for 
running the Institute’s activi-
ties. the Director General is in 
charge of daily operations 
and also serves in the In-
stitute’s advisory ca-
pacity. FFI is organised 
into five research di-
visions, with support 
from a strategy and 
development unit, 
a defence industrial 
strategy group and a 
central administrative 
staff that discharges 
common administrative 
duties and functions. the 
heads of these units are 
members of the Institute’s ex-
ecutive group.

FFI’s research activities are carried out in project form and each individual project is 
discussed and assessed in the Defence Research Review Board. Contact between 
FFI and the Armed Forces is further reinforced by regular meetings with the Ministry 
of Defence, the different branches of the Armed Forces and the Defence staff. Here 
the Armed Forces’ needs, with respect to research and development, are laid out 
and FFI’s proposals for projects are presented.
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the norwegian Defence  
Research Establishment 
(FFI) was founded on 11  
April 1946. the Institute is 
organised as an administra-
tive agency subordinate to 
the Ministry of Defence.

705 
man years

720 
Emloyees

LOCALIsAtIOn
 

FFI is located at kjeller near the town of Lille-

strøm, 25 km northeast of Oslo. the Institute 

has also a research unit at karljohansvern in 

Horten south of Oslo.

EDUCAtIOn LEVELs
 

Doctorate degree/PhD: 163

Master’s degree: 313

Bachelor’s degree: 124

Craft certificate: 49

Other: 71

FFI’s EMPLOYEEs

About FFI

523  scientific staff

116 operations and administrative support

47 technical support

25 management

19 research fellows
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As of the annual meeting  
in April 2013, the FFI Board 
of Directors consisted of the 
following members: 

Olaf Valeur, chairman and 
board members  
kristin Misund,  
Jo G. Gade,  
May kristin Haugen,  
Jørn Rangnes,  
Monica Endregard and  
tor Berger. the latter two 
are representatives for  
FFI’s employees.

EXCERPt FROM tHE BOARD OF DIRECtORs’ REPORt:

Research-based knowledge contributes to 
better decisions
---
the development of a modern defence 
places great demands on existing knowl-
edge and expertise. FFI has an important 
role to play in understanding and eval-
uating the importance of technological 
developments, and to give advice on 
the possibilities and challenges associ- 
ated with procuring and using military 
materiel. With its thorough understand-
ing of the forces that drive and affect 
norwegian security policy at any given 
time, FFI is well positioned to offer sound 
advice on how to tackle the challenges 
facing both today’s armed forces and 
civil society.
---
In 2013 the board of directors employed 
a new chief of staff and three new divi-
sion directors. Another important task 
for the board has been to ensure that 
the maximum carry-over of funds paid 
in for work not yet carried out remains 
below 25 percent of the Institute’s annual 
turnover. this goal has been attained. In 
2013, the net carry-over was 24.2 percent 

of the annual turnover, compared to 29.2 
percent i 2012.

the board has recommended an overall 
strategy and game plan for FFI based on 
the strategic planning and objectives of 
the defence sector. At the direction of the 
board, a research group at FFI is selected 
for assessment by an external evaluating 
committee. the board has also followed 
up on the Institute’s recruitment policy 
and stepped up its effort in the area of 
societal security.
---
ECOnOMY
FFI is an administrative agency vested 
with special powers of authorisation. 
this means that the Institute does its 
own accounting and maintains accounting 
records dependent of the central gov-
ernment. FFI’s operating revenues from 
2013 were nOk 866,8 million, of which 
10 percent came from public and private 
projects outside the defence sector. FFI’s 
total operating costs for 2013 were nOk 

852,3 million. the final statement of the 
year shows a profit of nOk 14,5 million. 
this amount is entered as a corresponding 
increase under the item Vested Business 
Capital in the balance sheet.

FFI is permitted by MoD to accumulate 
equity capital up to approximately 10 
percent of the operating revenues. By 
the end of 2013, the figure stands at 
7,2 percent.
---
FUtURE POssIBILItIEs AnD CHAL-
LEnGEs
FFI continues to increase its efforts within 
the area of societal security. this is sup-
ported by the Ministry of Defence and is 
in accordance with the Prime Minister’s 
request for intersectoral cooperation to 
strengthen preparedness and contingen-
cy planning. Intersectoral cooperation 
could be challenging to achieve in practice, 
but the success FFI has achieved with its 
participation in EU projects and the Insti-
tute’s increasing collaborative ties with 

the justice and emergency preparedness 
sector are very encouraging.
---
In all of FFI’s activities, it is important 
to maintain a good balance between a 
short-term and a long-term perspective. 
Decisions made today and in the imme-
diate short term will have a large impact 
on norwegian defence in the future. 
Research-based knowledge contributes 
to good decision-making, and room must 
therefore be made for innovation and 
innovative thinking. two areas in par-
ticular stand out:

satellite technology is indispensable in 
a modern and technologically advanced 
defence system such as the norwegian 
Armed Forces. this area will also be of 
great importance in the further de-
velopment of a well-functioning net-
work-based defence. A large part of the 
national competence building in the area 
of satellite technology is conducted at 
FFI in close cooperation with civil au-

thorities, the norwegian space industry 
and the norwegian space Center, the 
norwegian Coastal Administration, and 
the kongsberg Group. FFI has advocated 
the development of a well-planned space 
strategy for the Armed Forces.

Another area of rapid development that 
will have a major impact on military sys-
tems of the future is robotics and un-
manned systems. From the perspective of 
norwegian defence, unmanned systems, 
although initially operating in conjunction 
with manned systems, have the potential 
to carry out tasks in new and better ways 
while reducing costs and saving lives. the 
field of robotics and unmanned systems 
is a priority area of research to the Insti-
tute, and within certain areas of the field, 
one in which norway has the potential 
to become a leading nation. It also holds 
the potential to yield spinoffs in several 
areas of relevance to the civil sector.
---
kjeller, 13 March 2014

FFI’s boArd oF  
dIrectors
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FInAnCIAL PERFORMAnCE

866,8
Operating  revenues

(mill. NOK)

352
Projects and  
commissions

8 percentage point increase in 
the number of women among 
the scientific staff since 2004

GEnDER EQUALItY

0 of 9
in the top manage-
ment are women

11 of 59
in other managerial 
positions (including 
project managers)  
are women

27%
of all employees 
are women

21%
of FFI’s scientific  
staff are women

Development in the number delivered
REsEARCH MAn YEARs AnD EMPLOYEEs

Delivered research man years

number of employees 
as of 31.12.13

14,5
Profit

(mill. NOK)

852,3
Running costs 

(mill. NOK)

scientific staff
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FFI’s research activity is organised into  
five divisions reflecting the needs of FFI 
clients and collaborative partners.

Five user-oriented divisions facilitate  
cooperation with FFI. Each division is head-
ed by a division director, and the division 
director in conjunction with the individual 
project managers and research directors, 
constitute the executive management of 
that particular division. this means that  
FFI is a linear, project-based organisation 
where overall responsibility for results  
lays with the division directors.

PROtECtIOn DIVIsIOn

the work of the Information Management Division is directed  

towards joint level operations in the Armed Forces, and covers areas 

within network-based defence, electronic warfare, the cyber domain, 

information operations, surveillance, and modeling 

and simulation technology. the Information 

Management Division conducts both 

long-term and applied research in all of the 

above-mentioned areas in close collabora-

tion with the Armed Forces, our allies and 

norwegian industry. 

the Land and Air systems Division assists in the reorganisation 

and development of norwegian land and air forces. It carries out 

both long term and applied research, and conducts 

experimentation directed towards operations, 

including testing and assessments. Areas 

of priority for the Land and Air systems 

division include surveillance, air and sur-

face-based combat systems and precision 

guided munitions.

the Marine systems Division contributes to the development of 

norwegian naval capacities. this work comprises operative experi-

mentation, concept and systems development, testing and evalua-

tion for frigates, missile torpedo boats, submarines, 

minesweepers and autonomous underwater 

vehicles. the interface between vessel 

and system is an important part of the 

division’s work.

the Protection Division is a national centre of expertise in protection 

against weapons of mass destruction and conventional weapons. 

Protection Division researchers work on threat 

assessment, vulnerability analysis and prote-

ctive measures. Competence in these are-

as is contingent upon an understanding 

of how different weapon systems work, 

and their effects. the Protection Division 

also makes recommendations for improved 

preparedness and contingency planning within 

both the Armed Forces and the civil sector.

LAnD AnD AIR sYstEMs DIVIsIOn

FFI’s dIVIsIoNs

the role of the Analysis Division is to support the strategic ma-

nagement of the Armed Forces, and the Institute in its advisory 

role to the MoD. the division conducts broad analyses of matters 

affecting future tasks, structure and economy 

of the norwegian Defence. It places resear-

ch-based knowledge into an integrated 

whole, an approach which requires 

professional depth and scope and the 

ability to participate in interdisciplinary 

collaborations.

AnALYsIs DIVIsIOn MARItIME sYstEMs DIVIsIOn InFORMAtIOn MAnAGEMEnt DIVIsIOn
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In 2013, research carried out 
by FFI contributed to impro-
ved operational capabilities 
in the norwegian Armed 
Forces. through 165 diffe-
rent research projects and 
187 smaller commissions, 
523 FFI research scientists 
have developed technology 
and expertise that will help 
modernise and streamline 
the norwegian defence 
sector.

REsEARCH ACtIVItIEs
FFI’s areas of activity cover a wide range of fields, including basic research and 
research to increase the level of knowledge. the Institute also supplies its clients 
with strategic advice, insight into technical developments and support in the pro-
curement of materiel, as well as knowledge regarding phasing-in and testing of 
military materiel. the range of academic and technical capabilities at the Institute 
is significant. At the same time, FFI interacts with many different players within 
the Armed Forces – from the political and strategic level in the Ministry of Defence 
and the Defence staff, to operators and users of different systems in the field. It 
also interacts with other public agencies and national and international players 
within military research, academia and industry. 

In order to reflect this range of work, which in reports might have several different 
objectives, the Institute has defined eight areas of activity that form the basis for 
planning, reporting and presentations.

the demand for professional competence within the Institute’s traditional re-
search areas is strong, and in face of complex processes associated with procure-
ment of defence materiel, the need for professional competence and support is 
increasing. FFI’s highest level of activity is within the areas of sensor systems, 
signature adaptation and electronic warfare.

CUstOMER sAtIsFACtIOn 
A fundamental success factor for FFI is being able to provide research that clients 
can benefit from. FFI’s success depends on a thorough understanding of client 
needs, concerns and existing solutions. the Institute routinely surveys customer 
satisfaction upon the conclusion of projects. On a scale from 1 to 6, the average 
score for customer satisfaction in 2013 was 5.2.

deFeNce reseArch 

5,0
Administrative 

processes

5,2
average score

5,1
Relevant and 

beneficial

5,4
High profes-

sional quality

5,1
Dialogue and 

response

CUstOMER sAtIsFACtIOn DEVELOPMEnt In sOURCEs OF FUnDInG

REsEARCH MAn YEARs DIstRIBUtED ACROss EIGHt AREAs OF ACtIVItY 

Project income – Defence sector

Project income – outside of the Defence sector

Basic grant

Management assignments and grant for the research wessel “H.U. sverdrup II”
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COLLABORAtIVE REsEARCH
Part of FFI’s purpose is to carry out research and development for the norwegian 
Armed Forces not covered by other national institutions. this objective is influenced 
by its goal of being an institution of applied research with close connection to differ-
ent parts of the norwegian Defence. there will therefore be areas where other na-
tional institutes and academia also contribute relevant expertise. FFI seeks to utilise 
civilian expertise while avoiding duplication of research and on-going development 
activities in the civil sector.

In recent years, FFI has developed a close cooperation with sIntEF, especially in the 
field of materials science and micro-electronics – in addition top-level management 
meets annually. this cooperation is carried out in the form of projects that typically 
have both civilian and military applications, and where FFI accesses and applies the 
appropriate expertise to meet the needs of the defence sector. 

FFI also collaborates with other relevant norwegian research communities and insti-
tutions such as the norwegian Research Council, norwegian University of science 
and technology, the Universities in Oslo, Bergen, and tromsø, norwegian University 
of Life sciences, norwegian school of Economics, the University Centre at kjeller, 
Vestfold University College, Gjøvik University College, norwegian Institute for Defence 
studies, norwegian Defence Cyber Academy, the norwegian Police University Col-
lege, Institute of Marine Research, norwegian space Centre, norwegian Institute of 
International Affairs, Institute for Energy technology, norwegian Mapping Authority, 
Geological survey of norway, norwegian Geotechnical Institute, simula Research 
Laboratory, Eastern norway Research Institute, Fafo Institute for Applied Internation-
al studies, and Eastern norway Research Institute, norwegian Institute for Defence 
studies, Directorate for Civil Protection and Emergency Planning, Oslo University Hos-
pital HF, statistics norway, nORsAR and norwegian Radiation Protection Authority.

IntERnAtIOnAL
through comprehensive cooperation and collaboration with foreign research com-
munities and sister organisations in nAtO and through bilateral and multinational 
cooperation agreements, FFI can deliver far more knowledge and expertise to the 
Armed Forces than would be possible only based on its own research. In 2013, FFI col-
laborated on specific research projects with close to 20 other countries. Furthermore, 
through working groups and similar arrangements, FFI was also involved in collabora-
tive efforts with approximately 30 countries.

As with its international 
collaborative work, FFI 
seeks close contact with 
academia and other rese-
arch institutions in norway. 
the aim is to increase the 
quality and effectiveness of 
research, and contribute to 
transferring knowledge to 
external institutions.

NAtIoNAl

LECtUREs, sEMInARs AnD COnFEREnCEs UnDER FFI AUsPICEs

633 
lectures

IntERnAtIOnAL 
COOPERAtIOn

82 
FFI seminars 

in norway and 
abroad

22
PhD-students

62
 Master’s degree 

students

33
students from 

other categories

TEAcHINg IN NORwAy
75 of FFIs scientists have been engaged as lecturers, teachers, 
censors or guides for students/scholarship holders at several 
educational institutions, including 15 universities and university 
colleges and all of the Armed Forces’ educational institutions at 
university college level. 

TEAcHINg IN THE uNITED KINgDOm
king’s College, London

University of st Andrews, scotland

TEAcHINg IN DENmARK
Aalborg University, Aalborg

TEAcHINg IN gERmANy
Führungsakademie of the 
German armed forces, Hamburg
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2339
REFEREnCEs tO FFI In 

tHE MEDIA

284external publications

FFI PUBLICAtIOns

PUBLICAtIOns

newspaper articles/ 
other contributions

conference papers

articles in international  
scientific journals

books/ 
book chapters

2 
FFI focus

7
FFI facts

59
FFI notes

266
FFI reports

63
FFI travel reports

92

90

86
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sOCIAL MEDIA

FFI’s ORGAnIsAtIOn 2014

mINIsTRy 
OF DEFENcE

FFI’s board

Director
general

strategy
and

Planning

Defence
Industrial
strategy

Administration

Analysis

cybersystems 
and Electronic 

warfare

Land systems

maritime
systems

Air and space 
systems

Protection
and societal 

security

Internal 
Audit

FFI’s research activity was re- 
organised from five to six divisions 
first of January 2014. the new 
divisions are: Analysis, Cyber sys-
tems and Electronic Warfare, Land 
systems, Maritime systems, Air- 
and space systems and Protection 
and societal security.

the new organisation and division 
terms will to a larger extent reflect 
the division’s area of research and 
facilitate better cooperation. Each 
division is headed by a division  
director, and the division director 
in conjunction with the project 
managers, constitute the execu-
tive management of that particu-
lar division.

the Institute’s Internal Audit re-
ports to the Board. the Defence 
Research Review Board is led by 
the Director General of FFI and 
the Head of the Department of  
Defence Policy and Long-term 
Planning at the norwegian Minis-
try of Defence.

Defence
Research  

Review 
Board
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FFI’s VAlues
Innovative, energetic, far-sighted, responsible

FFI’s VIsIoN
FFI turns knowledge and ideas into an effective defence

FFI’s obJectIVes

As a research Institute, FFI will:
 contribute to an effective and relevant defence
	contribute to the overall safety of society
	contribute to national industrial development

For our clients and for society we will:
	be innovative and quality-conscious
	communicate research results effectively to 
 targeted recipients
	operate the Institute efficiently and justifiable

For the FFI community we will:
	be ethically aware and responsible
	be a an inspiring and motivating workplace
	recruit the right competence
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P.O. Box 115
NO-2191 Horten

Office Address:
Karljohansvern
NO-3190 Horten

Phone: + 47 63 80 70 00
Fax: +47 63 80 71 15
E-mail: ffi@ffi.no
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